
Dear Year 1,

This term in Year 1 is going to be a journey through the seasons! With nature

all around us, there are lots of beautiful changes for us to see! 

I hope you are all well-rested and ready for the new term!

Amina Apa

Amina apa's
Classroom News!

DATES TO REMEMBER

Our theme this term is..

SEASONAL

CHANGES!

Let's see of you  can

identify the subject links  

to our theme!

This TERM in YEAR 1...

THEME PE - every Wednesday 

Special events 

Spelling Test - every Tuesday
Fun Lunches - every Friday. 

        Keep an eye on Class Dojo for the menu.  
Show and Tell - every Friday  

Anti-bullying Week, week beginning - 14/11/22

Odd socks Day - 15/11/22

Café Amore Special Lunch - 29/11/22

PAP Session - 22/11/22 (9-10 am)

Midyear assessments, week beginning -

28/11/22

Primary Coffee Morning - 28/11/22

Clubs - fortnightly 



WHAT WILL WE LEARN THIS TERM?

MATHS english 

SCIENCE 

History dt

COMPUTING PE 

ARABIC 

ISLAMIC
STUDIES 

Pshe 

Read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving addition (+),
subtraction (−) and equals (=) signs 
Represent and use number bonds and
related subtraction facts within 10.
Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit
numbers to 10, including 0 
Solve one-step problems that involve
addition and subtraction, using concrete
objects and pictorial representations, and
missing number problems such as 7 = ? 

 

           ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION Poetry: Rhyming and Patterns: Poems with repeating patterns and
rhymes 
We will be exploring a range of repeating rhymes, looking at what rhyming words 
 and verbs are. 
• fiction: Repeating Patterns: Mrs Armitage on Wheels

We are going to look at the lovely story of Mrs Armitage on Wheels. We will explore
the problems she has and try so fix them for her! 
 

Look at changes across the four seasons. 
Describe weather that takes place in the seasons and how day length varies. 

Seasons

the great fire of London

In PE, we will master basic movements
including running, jumping, throwing and
catching, and begin to apply these in a range of
activities based around animals.  

animal olympics digital painting

ourselves, growing and changes 

pirate p's lunch box problems

Similarities and differences between people
Families
Growing up
Dealing with changes

In this unit, we will explore: 

This topic will teach us how to fix problems with
a product. We will look at designing Pirate P a
new packed lunch and then we will make the

packed lunch box! 

In this topic of learning, we will take a look at The Great Fire of London,
when it happened and why it spread. We will try to understand the
changes that have been put in place after the fire was put out. 

We will learn how to write letters  
daal to sheen.

We will also learn vocabulary
relating to seasons and weather,
in Arabic. 

We will learn how to create a painting on
the computer. We will also learn about the
different tools you can use to create
paintings. 

Fiqh

Ahadith

SIrah-Prophet SAW's Life

Akhlaaq and Adab-Manners and 
Etiquettes 

Tarik-Islamic History

Recognise and name 2D and 3D shapes.

 

                             GEOMATRY 

Non Fiction: Labels, Lists and Signs: Getting and giving information
 After reading the book 'Not a Stick', we will learnt the difference between labels,
lists and signs. We will make our own labels, lists and signs. 

We will be learning about the 5
pillars of Islam in more detail

and begin learning about
wudhu.

We will be learning about what
the Prophet SAW said

regarding helping others. 

In sirah, we will study the
childhood and youth of the

Prophet SAW.

We will learn about the correct
method of sleeping and eating
in Islam and why we should be

thankful. 

During golden time we will
read the story of Adam AS.


